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NBBI Next Steps

- Continued Habitat Restoration
- Stocking in select areas
- Continued studies on genetics and flow
- Native Fish Conservation Areas

- Continued Habitat Restoration
- Genetic Monitoring
- Hiring of Restoration Coordinator
- Population Assessments

- Genetic analyses and monitoring
- Population Assessments
- Habitat preference evaluations
- Extension of threats assessment into portions of the Savannah
Watershed-based Conservation Planning to Inform a Network of Native Fish Conservation Areas in the Great Plains
Framework to inform actions
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Conservation Opportunities
Project: Streambank Restoration  
Lead agency: Hill Country River alliance  
Cost: $250,000  
Benefits: 5 acres riparian habitat restored, 200’ shoreline stabilized  
Target species: Guadalupe bass

Project: Fish passage  
Lead agency: None  
Cost: ~500,000  
Benefits: Opens 20 miles stream  
Target species: Blue sucker
• **Desired Outcomes**
  - Diverse workgroup members
  - Increased engagement
  - Transparent direction
  - Increased local and regional impact
Questions?